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Abstract  

Presentations are widely used, e.g. at education and business, every 
day and around the world. Many organizations need to constantly update 
presentations generated from database data, but this type of functionality 
is not readily available at low cost. 

These days programming of almost any technology can use XML files to 
store or transport data over the Internet. Another reason for preferring 
XML is that it is platform independent. Therefore, many companies are 
using the XML format for electronic data interchange.  

The project presented in this thesis has investigated how to build a 
web service which can use a defined XML file (using the PresentationML 
specification), generated from e.g. a business database and return a fully 
functional .pptx PowerPoint presentation to the client. 

Firstly, related work and scientific articles were examined mostly 
from the IEEE Xplore database. This was helpful in establish a frame of 
reference to build this thesis project around.  

Thereafter, the development phase of the project started. Here, 
technologies which have been developed by Microsoft such as ASP .NET and 
Microsoft SQL Server were used for creating the project code.  

Next, a Microsoft SQL Server database was created which stored all 
PML (presentationML) elements, to compare with parsed XML tags in user-
uploaded XML tags. This routine would use XmlTextReader.  

After validation of uploaded XML file tags, the web service starts the 
process of creating a Microsoft PowerPoint .pptx file as requested. The web 
service, having received related XML tags as parameters returns a Microsoft 
PowerPoint .pptx file. 

The generated Microsoft PowerPoint .pptx file is sent to the user via 
e-mail through a designated SMTP mail robot. According to project 
specifications, the file can then be downloaded. 

Although working, the Office Tagger project will need further 
development in the future. As Microsoft has started to support XML-based 
open document format, this has created opportunities for converting more 
Microsoft Office documents types, not only .pptx. 
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Figure (1) Overview of the thesis project 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 

XML (Extensible Markup Language) offers an effective way of 
defining standards for data transfer across applications. These days 
programming in almost any language can use XML files to store and 
transport data over the Internet. Another argument for using XML is its 
platform independency. Therefore, many companies are using XML for 
electronic data interchange.  

The idea of converting XML file to Microsoft PowerPoint presentation 
file has attracted interest by companies. 

This web application is needed to make ready presentations which is 
in XML format for use. This project aims to build web application which can 
accept a predefined XML file and turn it into a Microsoft PowerPoint .pptx 
file (see fig. 2).  

 
Figure (2) Purpose of Office Tagger 

  

1.2 Problem Description 

The objective of this project is to develop a web service which allows 
a user to convert an XML file to a Microsoft PowerPoint .pptx file. 

The Office Tagger project has two parts. Initially, an XML file will be 
uploaded to the web application in the first part of the project. After that, a 
Microsoft PowerPoint .pptx file is generated from the tags specified in the 
XML file. The generated .pptx file is then downloaded by the user through a 
URL link or sent as an e-mail attachment. 

Microsoft PowerPoint has many features. Presentations may contain 
presentation objects in wide variety. Presentation objects such as headers, 
text fields, bulleted lists, tables, images, video, graphs (bar, pie, line, to 
mention a few ) are frequently used in presentations.  
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Office Tagger aims to be able to generate presentations which 
contain header, slide title, slide content, bulleted lists and bar graph 
elements.  

In its current state, the application is able to generate a Microsoft 
PowerPoint .pptx file from a user-uploaded XML file with valid 
presentationML tags. The uploaded XML file can in this version contain 
header, slide title, slide content, bulleted lists and bar graph. 

Uploaded XML file will be validated by Office Tagger to ensure that 
the file conforms to the desired format.  

The idea of keeping presentation elements in a Microsoft SQL Server 
database was made to facilitate easy validation of the uploaded file. Specific 
presentation elements are stored in the database and can be edited in the 
future. 

Parsing the XML file provides an opportunity to compare XML tags 
with presentation elements stored in the database. In order to perform this 
process the XML file must be parsed. Another advantages of parsing 
uploaded XML file is to read data between XML tags. Thereby, data read can 
be used as direct input to generate presentation slides. 

Conversion process to a Microsoft PowerPoint .pptx file is done via 
web service. The web service gets the data and XML tags from XML file as 
parameters. The web service returns a Microsoft PowerPoint .pptx file. 

 

Figure (3) Office Tagger system 

Users should get XML files from their own system (see fig. 3). Then 
the user is able to send the XML formatted file to the developed web 
application on a web server. The uploaded XML file is parsed using 
XmlTextReader. 
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 Office Tagger can check all XML tags with the presentationML tags 
stored in the database. If all parsed XML tags don't match with 
presentationML tags, an error message is sent to user. If all XML tags do 
match, the XML is turned into a .pptx file by the web service. Once one, the 
user is able to download the generated .pptx file as a URL link or have it sent 
as an e-mail attachment. 

 

1.3 Project Objective 

This project aims to develop a web service which enables the 
creation of a PowerPoint presentation using an XML based source. For this 
purpose, Microsoft Visual Studio (in particular, ASP .NET and C#) and 
Microsoft SQL Server have been used in the design of web application. The 
application works, but with limited functionality in its current state. 

The main goal of the office tagger project is to get presentations from 
a file which stored at a database as XML file.  

Office Tagger has three main goals (see fig. 4) are as follow: 

 
Figure (4) Goals of Office Tagger 

 

1.4 Limitations 

 Office Tagger has some simplifications or limitations (see fig. 5) are 
as follows: 

 

Figure (5) Limitations 

Reading 
XML file

Genarating presentation from XML 
file

Sending as email attachment or 
downloading generated presentation

Office Tagger is designed to be able to convert only one page at the same time

Created .pptx file includes a few different styles (header, slide title, slide content,bulleted list, bar graph )

Created XML file  contain only some specific tags

Created XML file  contain only some specific number of tags
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The project has scope for plenty of added functionality, e.g. it should 
to be able to convert more than one page at the time. Additionally, the 
created .pptx files should have more options for presentation styles (not 
only a few styles, as in the current version).  

In this project users should have created XML file according to their 
own requests. A valid XML (PresentationML) file is assumed as input. 

 

1.5 Outline 

 This report is organized (see fig. 6) as follows: 

 

Figure (6) Outline of the thesis 
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2 Methods and Tools 

2.1 XML 

 XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a standard defined by the W3C 
(World Wide Web Consortium) [1], and is a simple, very flexible text based 
format. XML is used to create documents which are both human-readable 
and machine-readable. In addition to its mean feature for data storage, it 
also allows for data exchange between different systems. 

 The .NET technology is developed by Microsoft, and can use DataSet 
objects to process the XML format. An important feature here is also that 
XML can be converted into an Office application substructure.  

 XML format is used to make it simple to store, create or update the 
relevant data (see fig. 7). 

 
Figure (7) XML format 

XML is however not a presentation format in itself, but it can be 
converted into presentation format using the developed application which 
accepts an XML file and turns it into a Microsoft PowerPoint .pptx file. 

In this project, an XML file is assumed to be created in the user end, 
and then sent to the web application. This application accepts (at this time) 
only a limited set of XML tags. If the user tries to upload a file with other 
tags, this application will give an error message.  

In addition, to turn the uploaded file into a Microsoft PowerPoint 
.pptx file it must contain the same number of tags (see fig. 8).  
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A sample of an XML style file which is created by the Office Tagger 
project is shown below (see fig. 8). 

Figure (8) XML style file 

 Some presentation elements are stored in a Microsoft SQL Server 
database. If all parsed XML tags match with the presentation elements in 
database, the XML is turned into Microsoft PowerPoint .pptx file (see fig. 9).   

 
Figure (9) Compare between XML tags and presentation elements 
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2.1.1 PresentationML  

PowerPoint is a presentation tool of Microsoft. It is used to generate 
slideshows with large variations of effects and styles. Microsoft Office 
documents became available in XML based file format with the introduction 
of OpenXML. Microsoft Office documents are written in markup languages.  

PresentationML is the main markup language used for PowerPoint. 

 

 

 

Figure (10) Some of the markup languages in OpenXML 

 

  Markup languages (see fig. 10) which are used for Microsoft Office 
documents with Office Open XML. SpreadsheetML represents Microsoft 
Excel spreadsheets while WordprocessingML represents Microsoft Word 
documents.  

There are multiple presentation elements such as headers, bulleted 
lists, graphs, tables in the specification. The expected input to Office Tagger 
is a file in its specific XML format (for PowerPoint, PresentationML). 
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Figure (11) Presentation elements 

 

 A presentation may contain many presentation elements (see fig. 
11).  In the Office Tagger project, presentations are currently limited by 
header, text fields and bar graphs. Office Tagger is able to generate standard 
template objects: header, text fields and bar graphs (but not more). For this 
reason, only XML files that contain particular XML tags are acceptable. 
These particular XML tags (see fig. 12) are as follows: 

 

 

Figure (12) Acceptable XML tags for Office Tagger 
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2.2 Web Services 

 Web service can be considered as a library, a function or a database 
which can be accessed via the Internet [2]. A web service is able to establish 
connections with all kinds of platforms as part of an application. 

 A web service can be defined by its features: 

 It communicates using open protocols 
 It is an XML-based technologies 
 It is self-sufficient and self-defined 
 It is discovered using UDDI 
 It  can be used by other applications 

Applications which are platform independent platform and many 
programming languages can be improved through web services. For this 
basic platform elements are as follow: 

 SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [3] 
 UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) [4] 
 WSDL (Web Services Description Language) [5] 

Communication between a web service and applications it is 
provided by SOAP. The structure of web services are as shown below (see 
fig. 13). 

 

Figure (13) Structure of web service 

 

2.2.1 SOAP 

 SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [6] is an XML-based 
communication technology. Outgoing data packets are sent from the web 
service to the application (a Windows application, a web application etc.) -
or from application to web service- can all use this standard protocol. 
Programming languages for the web service and applications used in this 
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web service can be different. Used different languages will not be a problem 
through XML-based technology of SOAP (see fig. 14). 

 Applications which will use a web service need to know where their 
own web services are located when creating a web service application. A 
web proxy provides this action [7]. 

 
Figure (14) Structure of SOAP 

  

The SOAP task used in the Office Tagger project is as follows: 

 A client sends a SOAP request in XML format to server which contains 
the web service that the client wants to exchange data with. 

 The web server which receives the SOAP request in XML format 
parses the incoming message. A web method is triggered to pass the 
parsing message as parameters to web service by web server. 

 Associated operations are performed according to incoming 
parameters by the web method. Finally, web method transmits final 
results. 

 The Office Tagger server, waiting for an answer from web method, 
sends SOAP messages in XML format to client. 

 Client transmits this message in XML format to relevant application. 
Finally, connections between client and server terminates. 
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2.2.2 Overview  

 A web service is developed in order to convert presentation in the 
Office Tagger project. The developed web service has two methods to 
perform different tasks. Method of GenerateSlidesFromDB is improved task 
of default generation. Method of GenerateSlidesFromDbForBar is improved 
another task which generates a bar graph (see fig. 15). 

 
Figure (15) Web service methods in Office Tagger 

 SOAP request and response which are created by result of the web 
service method call is shown below (see fig. 16): 

 

Figure (16) SOAP request and response 
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2.3 Open Document Standards 

2.3.1 Open Document Format (ODF) 

 The Open Document Format (also known as ODF) is a standard which 
was adopted as an ISO (International Organization for Standardization) [8] 
standard in May 2006. Open Document Format provides to XML based file 
format for office software. The format is used by many software 
applications every passing day [9]. Some of the software which support and 
use the Open Document Format are as follows: 

 

 LibreOffice 
 Calligra 
 StarOffice 
 Lotus Notes  
 Gnumeric  

            One of the biggest advantages of the Open Document Format is that 
it is a common way to save and re-edit office documents such as 
presentations. It also provides convenient platform independence. 

 Widely used open document file formats (see fig.17) are as follows: 

 
Figure (17) Open Document file formats 

 

 Microsoft started to support Open Document Format with Office 
2007 Service Pack 2. Besides advantages of Open Document Format, there 
are however also some disadvantages. 

 ODF ISO definition does not define the exact formula language 
 ODF ISO definition does not include table definition presentations 

 

ODP • Open Document Presentation

ODF • Open Document Formula

ODG • Open Document Graphic

ODT • Open Document Text

ODS • Open Document Spreadsheet
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2.3.2 Office Open XML (OOXML) 

Microsoft has proposed Open Office XML (also known as OOXML) 
[10] versus ODF. Office Open XML has been recognized as an ISO standard 
in 2008. Microsoft has begun to use Open Office XML as default file format 
for representing Microsoft Office document such as spreadsheets and 
presentations documents [11].  

An Open Office XML [12] file is a zipped file which contains XML files. 
Microsoft Office documents which are based on XML are shown below (see 
fig. 18). 

 

 
 

Figure (18) XML-based file formats 

 

 

Microsoft Office PowerPoint presentations have .pptx file extension. 
In this project, .pptx files were the prime focus.  

The DocumentFormat.OpenXml namespace allows a developer to 
create and modify Microsoft Office documents. While Office Tagger is 
creating a Microsoft PowerPoint presentation file, there is no need to install 
Microsoft Office. Therefore, when developing Office Tagger it was decided 
to use this library to be able to create presentations by reading files which 
already were in this predefined XML format. 
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2.4 The C# Language  

C#, a language derived from C, C++ and Java is the only programing 
language developed for the Microsoft .NET platform the ground up. The C# 
language is often preferred by programmers as it is seen as an easy-to learn 
object oriented language. 

As C# is used when developing software using Microsoft Visual 
Studio, one has to use a namespace hierarchy. With this features, 
programmers can use code which elements without memorizing syntax. 

One of the most important advantages is its ability to offer XML 
support. The XML language provides easy interaction with other systems to 
exchange information. C# is able to perform required to configuration 
processing for applications which is made with XML and web service 
support to run on essentially all platforms. 

 

2.5 Development Tools 

In this part, technologies which are used in the development process 
of Office Tagger are explained. 

 

2.5.1 Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 

Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 is a platform developed by Microsoft to 
provide the use of different software languages within one environment.  
Microsoft Visual Studio is used to develop powerful and high performance 
applications. Also, Microsoft Visual Studio supports ASP.NET web 
applications. Therefore, Microsoft Visual Studio was used as the prime 
software development environment for this project. 

 

2.5.2 Microsoft SQL Server (SQL Language) 

A database is collection of regular data. After deciding the software 
development environment, a decision regarding a database system was 
needed to keep presentation elements. Microsoft Visual Studio provides 
efficient ways to connect with the Microsoft SQL Server [13].  For this 
reason, Microsoft SQL Server was chosen and a table was created in a 
database. In the table, named dbo.Patterns, all presentation elements (see 
fig. 19) allowed by Office Tagger should be stored. 
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Figure (19) Database view 

 

2.5.3 Microsoft XML (MSXML) 

 An XML file is parsed to extract and read the data contained in the 
document. The XML then enables independent data transfer between the 
two applications. Parsed data is then used in Office Tagger. 

 In this project, we had planned to parse XML file with Microsoft XML. 
Microsoft XML is the COM-based technology for parsing an XML file. 
Although MSXML performs well, it has some disadvantages to work with 
XML documents. Most important, MSXML uses managed code based on CLR 
(Common Language Runtime) which is a big disadvantage. Therefore, this 
usage is not recommended. 

 XmlTextReader is another way for processing XML documents and 
was chosen for this project. XmlTextReader which includes only one Read 
() method is used to quickly access the XML document. Unlike MSXML, this 
class does not load the entire document into memory. Only data needed is 
loaded into memory with XmlTextReader. 

 

2.5.4 ASP.NET 

 ASP.NET is a web application framework developed by Microsoft 
which uses the Microsoft .NET Framework 4. Programmers can built 
websites, web applications and web services through this framework. 
Furthermore, the .Net framework contains substructures and tools to 
create web service clients. 
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Some important advantages [14] compared with other models of 
web application development are: 

 ASP.NET technology is very fast. 
 The amount of code required to build large applications in ASP.NET 

is less than with other models of web application development. 
 ASP.NET offers better performance due to .dll. 
 ASP.NET controls provide dynamic based content. 
 Configuration information is stored in XML- based text files. 
 Server configuration is able to work with a simple XML file. 

 

ASP.NET can execute within a web service. Therefore, the developed 
web service could directly turn the source file into a presentation file when 
programmed with ASP.NET as shown (see fig. 20). 

 ASP.NET pages in Office Tagger communicate with the web service 
(see fig. 20). A request which comes from user goes to the web service and 
the result is shown in an ASP.NET page via a browser. 

 
Figure (20) Relationship between ASP.NET and web services 

  

2.5.5 SMTP 

Office Tagger is able to send converted PowerPoint file to user as an 
email attachment. To be able to send email, the SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer 
Protocol) [15] is used. 

 Simple Mail Transfer Protocol is a protocol which determines 
communication between server and client. Basically, the client connects to 
an SMTP server and sends the required credentials. If the server gives 
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approval the email is transmitted to the server and connection is 
terminated. 

The process of sending an email attachment as follows: 

 

using(MailMessage mm = new MailMessage("fatmaXtwo@gmail.com",TextBox1.Text)) 

 In the above code fragment; an email is created to send user’s email 
from fatmaXtwo@gmail.com. After that, the subject and body parts of the 
email are filled.  

 

mm.Subject = "document XML file”; 

mm.Body = "thank you for upload"; 

mm.Attachments.Add(new Attachment(FileName)); 

The PowerPoint (FileName) document is added to email as above. 

 

SmtpClient smtp = new SmtpClient();  

smtp.Host = "smtp.gmail.com"; 

 As SMTP host, Gmail’s host was used. To use the Gmail’s host, a 
Gmail account was needed. Other SMTP hosts can be used as well, of 
course.  

 

smtp.UseDefaultCredentials = true;  

smtp.Credentials = NetworkCred; 

smtp.Port = 587; 

 smtp.Send(mm); 

 With the Send command the mail sending process is completed. 
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3 Software Development 
 This chapter emphasizes on how to design and implement the Office 
Tagger project. Firstly, the required functionalities are presented, and then 
the user interface considerations. 

 Office Tagger is implemented using Microsoft technologies such as 
Microsoft Visual Studio 2012, Microsoft SQL Server, ASP.NET, C# etc. The 
development process of Office Tagger involved a number of steps. 

 

3.1 Uploading XML File 

 Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 FileUpload control was used to receive 
a file in from the user in the predefined XML format. Users can choose files 
from their own local disk drive for uploading to Office Tagger. 

 

3.2 Parsing XML File 

 The XmlTextReader class was used to read the user-uploaded XML 
into the project. Basically, the utilization of XmlTextReader in Office Tagger 
(see fig. 21) is as follows: 

 
Figure (21) Utilization of XmlTextReader class 
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 Uploaded XML files are separated as values between starting XML 
tags and ending XML tags. These values and XML tags are stored in two 
different lists.  

 

 3.3 Converting XML File to Presentation 

After the completion of the parsing XML file transaction, a web 
service starts the process to convert a Microsoft PowerPoint presentation 
file from a predefined XML file. The web service contains two main methods 
for default (slide) generation and bar (graph) generation.  

Some namespaces are required for the project to work. These 
namespaces are not default when initiating a new project: 

 System.Xml 
 System.Drawing 
 System.Data 
 System.Data.SqlClient 
 DocumentFormat.OpenXml.Wordprocessing 
 DocumentFormat.OpenXml.Drawing.Charts 

 

Office Tagger uses two presentation templates. One of them is for 
default (slide) generation and other one is for bar generation. Currently, the 
web service can generate a default presentation which contain header, title, 
content and lists from XML file using the code below (see fig. 22). 

 
Figure (22) Method of web service for default generation 
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The web service used to create converts a bar graph from an XML 
file uses the code below (see fig. 23). 

 
Figure (23) Method of web service for bar generation 

 

3.4 Sending Email 

Email is sent depending on user’s request by Office Tagger after web 
service has finished its task. The SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) is 
used for this purpose. 

The code which facilitates sending mail is shown below (see fig. 24). 

 Figure (24) Code part of sending email 

 

3.5 Downloading  

A user will have two options to receive the generated presentation 
file after Microsoft PowerPoint presentation file is generated. This project 
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is able to send email and/or download generated presentation according to 
user requirement. 

To enable direct download of the generated presentation, the 
following code is used (see fig. 25).  

 
Figure (25) Code part of downloading presentation 

 
3.6 User Interface Design 

 User interface was created using CSS3 (see fig. 26): 

 

Figure (26) Design of Office Tagger 
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4 Results 
This chapter covers the inputs and outputs of the developed Office 

Tagger web service.  

 

4.1 Input-Output 

  There are two options to convert  Microsoft PowerPoint presentation 
from a predefined XML file. One of them is the default generation which 
allows to generate a PowerPoint presentation containing header, title, 
content and bulleted list. The other allows for is bar (graph) generation in 
a PowerPoint presentation. 

 Input of Office Tagger for default generation (see fig. 27) is as follows: 

 

 
Figure (27) Input predefined XML file for default generation 

 

 XML file (above) contains information of presentation elements such 
as header, title, content, bulleted list (see fig. 27).  

Office Tagger generates an output (see fig. 28) using XML file (see fig. 
27). Note the ~ (tilde) which indicates a new line/bulleted. 

 Output of Office Tagger for default generation as follows: 
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Figure (28) Output presentation for default generation 

 

 Input part of Office Tagger for bar generation (see fig. 29) is as 
follows: 

 

Figure (29) Input predefined XML file for bar generation 

 

 Output of Office Tagger for bar generation (see fig. 30) is as follows: 

 

Figure (30) Output presentation for bar generation 
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4.2 Design Flow 

  The design flow for programming the code (see fig. 31) was as 
follows: 

 

Figure (31) Flow Chart of Office Tagger 
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The project’s aim was to convert from an XML file to a Microsoft 
PowerPoint .pptx file. In order to achieve this goal, a number of steps were 
needed in the programming of this project.  

 First of all, a file is uploaded to the application by a user. The 
uploaded file is checked for XML validity. Further processing is not done 
until a valid file is received.  

 The uploaded XML file is then parsed by XmlTextReader and 
compared to XML tags in a list called xmlList. A database is created to store 
the specific presentation elements. After that, these elements are kept in a 
list called DBPatternList. Values which are between XML tags in the 
uploaded file are kept in another list called xmlListValue. 

 Elements of xmlList and xmlListValue are compared with each other. 
In case of not match all tags, this application gives an error message like 
“Wrong pattern”. If all parsed tags are matched with presentation elements, 
a web service named is GeneratePPTX.asmx is called. 

 Finally, a Microsoft Powerpoint .pptx file is returned as a path by web 
service.  

 The generated .pptx file can be then be downloaded by the user. 

 Lastly, the user should enter the e-mail account if the generated .pptx 
file should be sent as e-mail. A SMTP mail robot (fatmaXtwo@gmail.com) is 
used to send e-mail to the user.  

 In summary, a web application called Office Tagger was designed to 
allow convertions from XML files to a Microsoft PowerPoint .pptx files. In 
addition, Office Tagger was given additional functionalities such as sending 
e-mail and enabling downloading of files.  
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5 Conclusion and Suggestions for Future Research 

5.1 Conclusion  

 The goal of this project was to develop a web application which was 
able to handle an uploaded XML file, read it and generate a Microsoft 
PowerPoint presentation with the .pptx file extension. 

 Nowadays, there are some applications for generating presentations 
without using Microsoft PowerPoint, e.g. Prezi [16]. However, they are not 
able to generate presentations reading XML sources received from users. 
Office Tagger was developed to meet this need. 

 The most important part of this project was creating Microsoft 
PowerPoint file using information among XML tags. This process was done 
through a web service. Since web services are based on XML-based 
messaging, they do not require compliant platforms. Platform 
independence was achieved with this web service.  

 
5.2 Suggestions for Future Research 

In this project, a web application able to generate presentation with 
.pptx file extension by reading an XML file has been developed. 

 In this thesis, an efficient way to generate presentations using XML 
file with some limitations is presented. Office Tagger will currently only 
generate one page presentations. Nevertheless, it is possible to generate 
presentations more than one page using same templates.  

 The presentations which are generated by Office Tagger may include 
basic objects such as headers, text fields, bulleted lists, bar graphs. Office 
Tagger can furthermore only accept the files in predetermined XML format 
to generate presentations. This predetermined XML format should be made 
more general. 

However, there are still many issues that can be work on to improve 
Office Tagger in the future. The converter may have ability to convert more 
presentation elements, e.g. images, pie and line graphs, shape, tables, audio.  

In the future, it should also possible to work on other XML-based file 
formats used by Microsoft Office such as .docx, .xlsx to generate Word and 
XL documents via reading an XML file.  
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